
Ref: AISV-38th WR-24th to 29th January 2022

Dear Parents,

Greetings!

Pre-Primary & Primary/Secondary Weekly Report of AISV from 24th
January, 2022 to 29th January,2022.

Pre Primary Section

PRAYER TIME

● A Gift to you!
● Sanskrit Shlok - Guru Brahma Guru Vishnu

NURSERY

CIRCLE
TIME/YOGA

Children practised shloka “Gurur Brahma Gurur Vishnu”
on a daily basis.

ENGLISH Little ones were intoduced to different words starting with
Letter T and they practised the same in their textbooks.

MATHS Tiny tots practised the Heavy and Light concept in their
textbooks and notebooks.

GK Kids were introduced to Fruits through visual learning. Kids
happily showed different fruits available in their homes.

RHYMES Little stars were introduced to a new rhyme “I Hear Thunder”
through visual learning.

ART AND
CRAFT

Young artists pasted bits of colour paper on the tortoise and
made a Tortoise Paper Collage. They also coloured in the
Top.

STORY
TELLING

Kids were excited to hear the story of Ziddi Gajar.



LOWER KINDERGARTEN

CIRCLE
TIME/YOGA

Children practised shloka “Gurur Brahma Gurur Vishnu”
on a daily basis.

RHYMES Kids revised a few rhymes and were introduced to a new
rhyme “I know a duck” through actions

ENGLISH Little ones revised all the sight words done up till now
through sentence reading and writing in the notebook.
They also read and wrote short i sound words in their
textbooks and notebooks.

MATHS Little stars revised number names 11 to 15 and numbers
1 to 40 orally. They were introduced with number name 16
and number 41 through the concept of tens and ones. They
practised writing the same in the notebook and textbook.

GK Tiny explorers enjoyed revising the topic of animals through
Augmented Reality, where they could see the animals
moving around them.

STORY
TELLING /
PEER CHAT

Kids revised the story of The rats and the elephants
through a video.They also narrated the story in their own
words.

HINDI Little stars revised all the vyanjan orally and vyanjan भ
through PPT. Kids were introduced with vyanjan ' म '
through PPT, slate writing, textual exercises and writing
in notebook.They also practised missing, after and before
vyanjan.



UPPER KINDERGARTEN

CIRCLE
TIME/YOGA

Children practised shloka “Gurur Brahma Gurur Vishnu”
on a daily basis.

ENGLISH Children were introduced with new four letter sight words,
they also learned cursive letters small ‘t’ and capital ‘A’. They
were also introduced to the Digraph sound ‘qu’.

MATHS Little stars were introduced with “Money” and textual
exercises in the textbook. And recap of addition and subtraction
was done in the notebook.

HINDI Little stars were introduced with “ चार अ�र वालेश�द “ They
practised writing words in their Hindi
Notebook. And revised kavita.

ART AND
CRAFT

Children enjoy colouring in their art and craft navneet book.
and  explorers “Augmented Reality”.



EVENTS  & CELEBRATION

★ Traditional Dress Day: 25-01-2022

As part of the Republic Day celebration, the Foundation Stage florets celebrated
Traditional Day under AKAM & EBSB activity with great joy and enthusiasm. Kids
wore colourful attires depicting their traditions and culture and looked simply
amazing as the essence of being an Indian with Unity in Diversity was reflected
through this special activity.

★ It’s my birthday

Grade Name of the students Date

Nursery Kuldeep Matieda
Panshul Patel
Shlok Jani

02nd January
09th January
21st January



Dwij Patel 22nd January

Lower Kindergarten A Aanshi Rana
Aarav Jadhav
Anay  Patel
Vedantika Jadhav
Kunj Patel

7th January
7th January
8th January
10th January
12th January

Lower Kindergarten B Vaidehee Patel 9th January

Upper Kindergarten A Daksh Chaudhary
Aaradhya Vivek Dixit
Abhimanyu Latheesh
Nair
Shivansh Govindbhai
Prajapati

5th January
6th January
11th January

13th January

Upper Kindergarten B Dhvanit Digant Thakor
Shaiyna Praveen
Adimulam
Subham Jena
Sanaya Bhandari

8th January
21st January

22nd January
22nd January



Primary Section

ONLINE CLASSES & EXAMS:

Online classes and exams were
conducted for grades 1 to 5 through the
Zoom Cloud Meeting App and 6 to 10
through Google Meet. Students were
taught all the subjects i.e. English,
Hindi, Maths, Science, Social Science,
3rd Language (Gujarati/Sanskrit),
Life-skills, Gurukulam, Music, Dance,
Yoga, Art and Craft sessions were also
conducted for the students.

Grade 1

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Students enhanced their grammar skills on the topic
‘Capital letter, Full stop and Comma’. Textual exercise
was completed.Students also were explained the story of
Lesedi’s Sandbox and did textual exercise of the same in
Grammar textbook

Maths Students learned the repeated addition on the Number line.
Completed the textual exercise and the chapter revision
exercise. Practice worksheet of the chapter from the
textbook was also solved during the class.

Science Give reasons for the chapter 'Weather' was done in the
class. Students were introduced to a new chapter 'The Sun,
Moon and Stars'. Also, they wrote difficult words from the
chapter in the notebook.

Hindi छा�� ने �वर अ ँक� मा�ा को समझा और श�द �लखे ।



Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
technique, healing technique, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calm and time with “Self”.

Dance Students revised the dance on the song ‘Joota hai japani’
and ‘nanha munna rahi hoon’ .They also learnt the dance
to the song ‘India wale’.

Art & Craft Students made the national flag with colour paper and stuck
it in their drawing book.

Music Students learned  to play alankars on piano.

Physical education Students performed some stretching exercises up to the
bottom and practised the standing yoga postures like
tadasana vrikshasana and  ardh chakra asana.

Grade 2

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Textual exercise of the poem ‘A Child’s Song’ was
completed. Students enhanced their grammar skills on the
topic ‘Am, Is, Are, Doing Words + ing’. Textual exercise
was completed.Students were explained the Position
words and Joining words and enjoyed doing the textual
exercise of the same in their Grammar textbook.

Maths Students were introduced to the new chapter on ‘Time’.
They learnt the O’clock and half past time and represented
it on the clock. Students also learnt the Ordinal number of
days of the week and solved the related textual exercise in
the class.

Science Cognitive Corners, difference and drawing for chapter ‘Light
and Shadow’ was done in the class.

Hindi छा�� ने �याकरण म� “�च� वण�न” को जाना , समझा एवं उसका अ�यास
�कया|

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
technique, healing technique, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calm and time with “Self”.



Dance Students revised the dance on the song ‘Joota hai japani’
and ‘nanha munna rahi hoon’ .They also learnt the dance
to the song ‘India wale’.

Music Students learned  to play alankars on piano.

Physical Education Students performed some running exercises, jumping
exercises and stretching exercises up to bottom. They also
performed some fun activities using glass.

Grade 3

English Students enhanced their grammar skills on the topic
‘Writing a Letter’, they also practised informal letter
writing.

Science Students were introduced to the new chapter, ‘Light,
sound and force’ wherein they learnt about luminous and
non luminous objects, different objects through which light
can and cannot pass through. They also learn about
Shadow and its properties by performing an experiment at
home.

Maths Students learned Patterns with Numbers and were
introduced to a new topic More Patterns in which they
learned growing patterns and reducing patterns.

Hindi छा�� ने “मोगल� आया गाँव म�” कहानी को जाना , समझा एवं जंगल के
�व�वध अनभुव� से प�र�चत , �नभ�य , एकता जसेै जीवन म�ूय� को जाना |

Computer Students learned how to close a presentation and also
learned to exist from PowerPoint.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein
students learned prayers, breathing exercises,
concentration technique, healing technique, and cosmic
chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes
and introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time with
“Self”.

Art & craft Students made republic day craft work.

Music Students learned  to play alankars on piano.

Dance Students learnt to dance to the Mashup of ‘ Patriotic
songs’



Physical Education Students performed some stretching exercises up to the
bottom and practised Mass drill standing exercise 3rd to
5th with command.

Life Skill Students were encouraged for the activity they did at their
home for table manners then later a motivational video was
shown to them of Surabhi Gautham- ‘How she became
IAS Officer’.

Grade 4

English Students enhanced their grammar skills on the topic
‘Subject of agreement’, they also practised informal
letter writing.

Maths Revision and class test of the chapter ‘Fraction’ was done
in the class.

Science Completed the chapter ‘Force, work and energy’ with the
discussion of textbook exercise. Notebook work for the
chapter was also assigned.

Social Studies Completed the chapter ‘Agriculture in India’ with the
discussion of textbook exercise. Map work to locate the
cash crop producing states was assigned to students.

Hindi छा�� ने “पहाड़ प�ुष” कहानी के ��नो क� चचा� एवं लेखन �कया |

Sanskrit छा�� को सं�ा श�द�पा�ण मे �वभि�त के बारे मे समजतुी उदाहरण स�हत
संजाया और अकारा�त पिु�ल�ग और आकारा�त ��ी�ल�ग अकारा�त
नपुंसक�ल�ग के बारे मे उदाहण स�हत समजाया |

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ ‘ડૉ�ટર �જરાફ ‘ પાઠની સમજ મેળવી અને “િવરોધી શ�દ” ની
સમજ મેળવી ,તેની ચચા� કર� અને લેખન ક�ુ�.

Computer The chapter, ‘Introduction to Scratch’ was completed
along with the discussion of exercise and question and
answers.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein
students learned prayers, breathing exercises,
concentration technique, healing technique, and cosmic
chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes
and introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time with
“Self”.

Dance Students learnt to dance to the Mashup of ‘ Patriotic
songs’



music Students learned  to play alankars on piano.

Physical Education Students performed some stretching exercises up to the
bottom and practised Mass drill standing exercise 3rd to
5th with command.

Life Skill Students were encouraged for the activity they did at their
home for table manners then later a motivational video was
shown to them of Surabhi Gautham- ‘How she became
IAS Officer’.

Grade 5

English The grammar topics of ‘Future tense and Future
Continuous Tense’ were completed with examples and
textual exercise. The method followed to write an essay
was discussed.

Maths Continuing the chapter ‘Data Handling’, students came to
know about the line graphs. They did the textual exercises
related to this.

Science Completed the chapter ‘Rocks and minerals’ with the
discussion of textbook exercise. Notebook work for the
chapter was also assigned. A class test for the chapter
‘Force and energy ‘ was conducted.

Social Studies A new chapter ‘Frigid Zone’ was introduced in the class.
Location, climate and vegetation type were discussed with
the students.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ 'अपराध' कहानी के ��नो�रो पर चचा� क�।

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “કહ�વતો”ની સમજ મેળવી અને ચચા� કર� અને લેખન ક�ુ�.

Sanskrit छा�ो को नया पाठ आग�छ त�र�या�म मे ल�ृ लटाकार (भ�व�य काल) के बारे
मे समजाया और श�द सह भाषा�तर �कया |और अ�यास काय� �कया

Computer In the chapter, ‘Programming in Scratch’, Event blocks
were explained with the examples.

Art and craft Republic Day drawing and colouring was done in the sketch
book.



Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein
students learned prayers, breathing exercises,
concentration technique, healing technique, and cosmic
chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes
and introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time with
“Self”.

Dance Students learnt to dance to the Mashup of ‘ Patriotic
songs’

Physical Education Students performed the running exercises , jumping
exercises and some stretching exercises up to the bottom.
They also perform skipping exercises and scots with a
pillow.

Life Skill Students were encouraged for the activity they did at their
home for table manners then later a motivational video was
shown to them of Surabhi Gautham- ‘How she became
IAS Officer’.

Music Students learned  to play alankars on piano.

Grade 6

English Introduction of Phrasal Verbs and their meanings along
with usages was done with the help of exercises. Students
were introduced to Direct-Indirect Speech along with
the changes in tenses that take place in Reported Speech.

Maths Students were introduced to a new chapter ‘Data
Handling’, wherein they came to know about recording
and organising data, applications of pictograph and bar
graph. They did the textual exercise.

Science Students were introduced to a new chapter ‘Light,
Shadow and Reflection’, wherein they came to know
about the source of light, light travels in a straight line,
transparent, translucent and opaque materials, shadow,
reflection of light, images and pinhole camera.

Social Science A new chapter in History, ‘Ashoka; who gave up the
war’ was introduced in the class. Students understood the
difference between an empire and a kingdom. They came
to know about the Mauryan Empire and the system of



administration in the Empire.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ 'ज़�मी शरे बने ए�का' कहानी को पढ़ा एवं इसके
��नो�रो पर चचा� क�।

Gujarati િવધાયથ�ઓએ “એક નદ�ની આ�મકથા” પાઠની સમજ મેળવી અને તેના

��ોની ચચા� અને લેખન ક�ુ�.

Sanskrit छा�ो ने अहह आः च पाठ का श�द सह भाषा�तर �कया |और अ�यास काय�
के साथ सभी काल के बारे मे समजतुी द� |

Computer In the chapter, ‘ Introduction to Editing images’,
Students came to know about different image file formats
and basics of GIMP software.

Art and craft Republic Day drawing and colouring was done in the
sketch book.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein
students learned prayers, breathing exercises,
concentration technique, healing technique, and cosmic
chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes
and introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time
with “Self”.

Dance Students learnt to dance to the Mashup of ‘ Patriotic
songs’

Physical Education Students did the running exercises ,jumping exercises and
some stretching exercises up to the bottom.They also
performed skipping exercises and scots with pillows.

Music Students learned to play the National Anthem on piano.

Grade 7

English ‘Adverb Phrases and Noun Phrases’ were introduced
and their functions were discussed along with exercises.
Introduction of ‘Noun, Adjective and Adverb Clauses’
were done and exercises based on their functions were
completed.

Maths Completed chapter ‘Perimeter and Area’. Students
solved the textual examples of area and perimeter of the
circle.



Science A new chapter, ‘Transportation of Substances’ was
introduced to the class wherein the students learnt about
the need and importance of transportation, human
circulatory system, its parts and working of the heart.

Social Science In the chapter, ‘Rulers and Buildings’, students came to
know about the architectural designs, their significance
and how the designs were adapted by other rulers.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ 'मशीनी मानव' कहानी को पढ़ा एवं इसके ��नो�रो पर
चचा� क�।

Computer Students came to know about different selection and paint
tools in GIMP.

Art and craft Republic Day drawing and colouring was done in the
sketch book.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein
students learned prayers, breathing exercises,
concentration technique, healing technique, and cosmic
chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes
and introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time
with “Self”.

Dance Students learnt to dance to the Mashup of ‘ Patriotic
songs’

Physical Education Students did the running exercises ,jumping exercises and
some stretching exercises up to the bottom. They also
performed skipping exercises and scots with pillows.

music Students learned to play the National Anthem on piano.

Grade 8

English Introduced ‘Noun,Adjective and Adverb Phrases’ and
explanation along with examples was done. Based on the
same, exercises were completed. ‘Types of Clauses’ were
introduced and exercises based on Noun Clause and
Adjective Clause were done.

Maths Started a new chapter ‘Direct and Inverse Variation”
by checking prior knowledge of ratio and proportion.
Students understood the difference between Direct and



Inverse proportion.

Science -Biology The loss of biodiversity, deforestation and its after effects
were discussed from the chapter ‘ Conservation of
plants and animals’
A new chapter, ‘ Some Natural Phenomena’ was
introduced to the class. Various natural phenomena, its
causes, effects, charge, discharge, electrostatic force and
its transfer, electroscope, lightning and earthquake; its
causes, effects and safety measures were discussed.

Social Science A new chapter in History, ‘Civilising the Natives and
Educating the nation’ was introduced in the class.
Students came to know about the point of view of a few
philosophers about the Indian education system and the
policies introduced in the Indian Education System during
1857.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ 'नार�' को पढ़ा एवं इसके ��नो�रो पर चचा� क�।

Sanskrit छ�ो ने ��तौ राजते भारत�वण�भ�ूमः पाठ का अ�यास काय� �कया | और नया
पाठ आय�भट: मे आय�भट के बारे मे जाना और भाषा�तर �कया |

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “�વ�છતા” પાઠની સમજ મેળવી અને આસપાસ�ું

વાતાવરણની સાથે , પોતા�ું ઘર , શર�ર ની �વ�છતાની �ણકાર� મેળવી

અને ��ોની ચચા� કર�.

Computer In the chapter, ‘Movie Editing with openshot’, the
timeline tools and operations on tracks were explained to
the students.

Art and craft Republic Day drawing and colouring was done in the sketch
book.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein
students learned prayers, breathing exercises,
concentration technique, healing technique, and cosmic
chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes
and introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time
with “Self”.

Dance Students learnt to dance to the Mashup of ‘ Patriotic
songs’

Physical Education Students did the running exercises ,jumping exercises and
some stretching exercises up to the bottom. They also
performed skipping exercises and scots with pillows.



Secondary Section

Grade 9

English The summary of the chapter 'The Beggar’ was done and
video was shown based on which materials were provided
. They also watched the play 'If I Were You’ , over video
and discussion was done in summary.

Maths Completed chapter ‘Construction’. Revision of chapter
‘Polynomial’ and ‘Quadrilateral’ were done providing
extra examples.

Science - Chemistry,
Physics and Biology

Revision of the chapters for YE was done.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� को पाठ 'अ�त�थ, तमु कब जाओगे!' का पनुरावत�न करवाया।

Social Science -GEO Revision for the yearly exam was started in the class with
the chapter in History, ‘Socialism in Europe and the
Russian Revolution’.

Social Science - PS. Completed the chapter ‘Working of Institute’, wherein
they came to know about the Power of the President,
Judiciary.

Computer Students came to know about different operations on
tables and images in PowerPoint Presentation.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein
students learned prayers, breathing exercises,
concentration technique, healing technique, and cosmic
chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes
and introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time
with “Self”.



Grade 10

English Formal Letters- Letter of Enquiry, Letter of Order and
Analytical Paragraph writing were revised and practice
questions were done. In Grammar, Integrated Exercises
based on Passage Editing and Sentence Rearrangement was
done.

Maths Revision test of the chapter ‘Arithmetic Progression’ was
taken in the class. Revision of the chapter ‘Application of
trigonometry’ was done with examples.

Science- Biology Completed the chapter ‘ Heredity and evolution’ with the
discussion of dihydrid cross and sex detrmination in human.
Revision of the chapters for YE was started.

Science - Physics Continuing with the chapter, ‘Magnetic effects of Electric
current’, solenoid, electromagnet, force acting on a charge
moving in a magnetic field, electromagnetic induction, parts
and working of an electric motor, A.C and D.C current and
domestic wiring were discussed.

Social Science-Geo Revision of the chapters for YE was started.

Social Science- PS. The chapter 'Outcomes of Democracy’ was introduced,
wherein they came to know about Democracy and issues
related to it, such as Accountable, responsive and legitimate
government, Growth and issues related to it(poverty),
Social diversity, Dignity and freedom.

Hindi छा�� को ��तदश� प� समझाया गया.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein
students learned prayers, breathing exercises,
concentration technique, healing technique, and cosmic
chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes
and introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time with
“Self”.

EVENTS AND CELEBRATIONS:

NATIONAL GIRL CHILD DAY CELEBRATION 24-01-2022:

“When girls are educated, their countries become stronger and more prosperous.”
National Girl Child Day in India is celebrated on January 24 every

year. This day provides support, new opportunities to the girls in the country. It is



celebrated to raise awareness among people about inequalities, discrimination,
exploitation faced by the girls in society. Our young Amicians celebrate this
occasion by making posters, writing poems and articles
Winners for the Drawing/Poem/Article competition are given below:

DT: 24.01.2022 NATIONAL GIRL CHILD DAY-DRAWING/POEM/ARTICLE
COMPETITION

GRAD
E 1ST 2ND 3RD CONSOLATION

3 Anshuman Mahji Tanya Mohile Namya Heer shah

4 Ananya Kumari
Aaradhya
Rashmikant Solanki

Shrishti Jitendra
Singh

Prisha Suresh
Mishra

5 Yoshita Pravin Patel
Bhuvnesh Manish
Rao

Niyati Sanjay
Chaudhari -

6

Tia Bhavin Panchal
(Drawing), Sakshi
Ray(Poem),
Shaurya Sushil
Pandey (Article)

Gunja Shah
(Article), Saumya
Singh (Poem)

Aditi Sigh
(Poem)

Arya Kumar
Nimesh Bhai
Prajapati
(Drawing), Forum
Dipakbhai
Solanki(Drawing)

7 Kaushlendra Pratap Vishwa Rohit

Ashmi Maurya
and Manav
Prajapati Sreya Nair

8
Divya Mukesh
Chaudhary

Vasundhara
Samatbhai
Varotariya

Henil Hiteshbhai
Patel -

9 - - -

NATIONAL GIRL CHILD DAY-DRAWING COMPETITION

10 Aditi Yadav Ashana Sharma Jagriti Punjabi
Vanshika Punjabi
and Archi Parekh

NATIONAL GIRL CHILD DAY-ARTICLE/POEM COMPETITION

10 Nancy Rathva Meha Bhatia Vanshika Goyal -

TRADITIONAL DRESS DAY ACTIVITY:

As part of the Republic Day celebration, the Shining Stars of Grade 1 and 2, of
different regions celebrated Traditional Dress Day under AKAM & EBSB activity
with great pomp and show. Children were dressed in colourful traditional attires



and expressed their proud feelings for their states and regions. The activity filled
the moment of great joy and pride as all the kids stood united to celebrate the
spirit of religious harmony and promoted Unity in Diversity.

EBSB DANCE COMPETITION

As a part of “Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat” activity, in order to promote unity and
diversity of our country, the students of AISV performed on the fusion of
Chhattisgarhi and Gujarati dance form.

The rubrics of the dance competition were: Costume, steps, expression,
performance and timing.

The Winners list is mentioned in the table below:

C3 TO C10- EBSB-AMALGAMATION
DANCE COMPETITION

SL. NO. GRADE 1ST 2ND 3RD
CONSOLAT
ION

1 3 Aarit Kumar Anshuman Majhi - -

2 4
Aaradhya
Rashmikant Solanki

Vaishnavi
Hemant Ojha Krishna Jaiswal -

3 5
Laasya
Somasundaram

Yoshita Pravin
Patel Trisha Parmar

Naitik
Tiwari

4 6 Sakshi Rai Saumya Singh 1 - -

5 7 Kaushlendra Pratap Nikita Prajapati Hetvi Shah -

6 8 - - - -

7 9 - - - -

8 10 - - - -

73rd REPUBLIC DAY CELEBRATION

India won her freedom on 15th August 1947 and became a republic on 26th
January 1950. The new constitution of free India came into force with effect from
this day and it’s a day of national rejoicing in our country. Republic day was
celebrated at Amicus International School with great zeal and patriotism. school
staff were soaked in hues of tri colour and their enthusiasm and joy knew no



bounds as they celebrated the sovereignty of the nation with the chorus of the
National anthem and Flag song. The unfurling of the National flag by the principal
followed some cultural activities like classical dance performance and patriotic
song. The senior security guard of the school Mr. Daya bhai was honoured on the
occasion for his selfless services. After the event everyone dispersed carrying the
image of the fluttering tricolour in their mind and heart.


